
Moose Vamoose 

How to Play 

Moose Vamoose is a 5 reel random slot game based on an Forest animal 
theme. Each press of the SPIN button will action each reel to spin to a random 
position. Wins are paid for matching 3, 4 or 5 of-a-kind symbols from left to 
right on any of the fixed 20 winlines (except the Game Logo symbol which also 
pays for 2 matching symbols). 

The player can choose their bet by pressing the bet selection “$” button to the 
bottom left of the play button and selecting their chosen bet. The bet will be 
shown in the “Bet” area at the bottom of the game screen. 

Auto Play 

Pressing the rotating arrow icon, above and left of the ‘Play’ button, will open 
a dialogue panel from which the player can access the auto plays adjuster. 

Game Information 

Pressing the ‘i’ button icon, on the upper right of the play button will open the 
information screens from which the player can access the paytable 
information. The player can press the up & down arrows to access all other 
game information. 

Pressing the ‘X’ button will exit the information and return the player to the 
main game interface. 

Game Settings 

Accessing the ‘cog’ to the bottom right of the play button will allow the player 
access to toggle the sounds on/off and, choose the position of the game UI. On 
launch of the game, the default setting will be ON & Right for sound options 
and UI respectively.  

Features 

There are Wild symbols that substitute for other symbols to help create a line 
win. Using a Wild symbol to complete a line does not incur any extra multiplier 
other than the win for the symbol(s) it substitutes. Only the highest paying win 



on each line will be counted. Hunter Bill symbol (wild Card) Substitutes for any 
Icon apart from Game logo.  

If 3 or more Wild symbols land in view, the “Party Spins” Free Spins feature is 
triggered. Free Spins continue until there are no Wild symbols in view. 

1 – Vamoose Bonus: If any 3 matching symbols land on reel 1 they will lock into 
place. These 3 symbols can then float across the screen horizontally to the 
right and drop into place on one or more of the other reels 2, 3, 4 or 5 filling 
the other reels with matching symbols 

2 – Party Spins : 3 or more Wild symbols in view triggers the Free Spins bonus 
game. Free Spins features “sliding wilds” and are unlimited, providing a Wild 
character is in view on the reels. After any win has been paid from the initial 
spin, the Wilds will slide across the screen to the left. Any Wild on reel 1 is lost 
as it disappears from view, and the spins will continue until all visible Wilds 
disappear off the edge of reel 1. Additional Wilds can appear which result in 
continued Free Spins, lasting as long as there are Wilds in view.  

3 – Rapid Fire: Triggered at random, The Moose and Hunter Bill animate while 
the reels are spinning and multiple matching symbols appear over the spinning 
reels. This feature can also trigger the Wild Spins feature. Triggering Wilds may 
be stacked on the same reel. 

Paytable 

Payouts are shown in multiples of the winning Bet. A minimum of three 
consecutive icons from left to right on an active win line is required to win. The 
icons shown are how they will appear on the reels in the game: 

Only the highest win per bet line is paid. 

Line wins will pay from the leftmost reel to the rightmost reel. 

All payouts are multiplied by bet per line. Only the highest win per bet line is 
paid. All individual winning lines will be displayed, added to the total win and 
paid to the player 

 

 

 



Icon Description  NOTE: Win lines pay left to right ONLY Payout 

5, 4, 3, 2 Icons 

Game Logo 500,300,150,10 

Beaver 400,150,100 

Raccoon 200,100,50 

Opossum 200,100,50 

Ace - Ferret 100,50,10 

King - Porcupine         100,50,10 

Queen – Red Squirrel 50,10,5 

Jack - Chipmunk 50,10,5 

Ten - Mouse 50,10,5 

Hunter Bill (wild Card) Substitutes for any Icon apart from Game 
logo. 3X starts “Party Spins” Freespins feature 

400,150,100 

General Information 

This game has a theoretical Return to Player of up to 94.00%. 

The maximum possible payout in one spin in this game is 250,000 $
The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game 
interface.
System malfunction voids all pays and all plays. 

Due to high production values of this game, lower-tier hardware may run into 
compatibility issues, and in certain instances you will not be able to play. 



Copyright 

© Copyright 2020 HungryBear – All rights reserved. 

Unauthorised copying of any images or content by any means is not permitted. 

Terms and Conditions 

Game Recovery 

In the event of a game in real play being interrupted (i.e. started but not 
completed due to connectivity issues or accidentally closing the browser, 
etc...), depending on the previous state of the game, it will either resume from 
the point of the last spin or display the outcome of the game already in play. 

Any winnings will be correctly credited to the player account and will be exact 
according to the result prior to the game being interrupted. 

Any game in progress for more than 35 days will be cancelled, and the corresponding bet 
will be refunded.


